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Abstract 
With the promotion of the standard IEC61850, the configurations of substation automation system and intelligent 
electronic device (IED) in the substation project play an important role. In practical engineering applications also 
exist some problems:  In Substation Project configuration, many manufacturer device configuration tools, Project 
configuration file distributed, is Management difficulties. So the implementation of the project substation on-site and 
post-maintenance are inconvenienced.This paper presents a unified management platform of configuration file in  
substation project, to implement private configuration  of manufacturers with the plug-in of manufacturers, to realize 
a one-stop configuration of substation projects. 
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1. Introduction 
With the accelerating of intelligent substation technology application, IEC61850 standards have been 
as an important technology has been widely used. Substation automation system and intelligent electronic 
device (IED) configuration in IEC61850 standard flexible occupies a very important position, it is very 
important aspects of meaning, in substation automation system, to support of different manufacturers 
interoperability between devices and to short the time of commissioning and equipment operation and to 
reduce the cost of the project.  
The sixth part in IEC 61850, it provided realize interoperability of substation equipment configuration 
of scripting language (SCL) [1], described the configuration of the standard grammar. However, the 
agreement is not detailed to descript the configuration methods and the realization of IED configuration 
tool. Therefore, each manufacturer has its own set of allocation methods and tools. So, in a substation 
project implementation process, engineering personnel need to manage different configuration files and 
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its corresponding configuration tool. This leaves hidden trouble for the further maintenance and 
modification work of the substation. 
Therefore, it is necessary to establish a unified IEC 61850 configuration files management platform to 
solve the existing problems. In this paper, we give a configuration file management platform design and 
realization process. 
2. Configuration process of digitized substation project and the existing problems 
2.1Configuration process of digitized substation project 
The description of Configuration process: 
x Each device manufacturer offers device configuration tool, to generate the ICD files of the 
substation project needed; 
x Substation design institutions provide the SSD file which describes the whole substation 
equipment connections and substation structure; 
x Using all ICD Files and SSD file, system integrator use system configuration tool, to generate 
SCD file which includes all instantiation configures of all device; 
x Equipment manufacturers use device configuration tool import SCD file, increase their internal 
functions, generate configuration data file which can be downloaded to the device. So the 
configuration completed. 
 
Figure 1. The Reference Model of Information flow in Configuration process 
In the process, involving four configuration files: SSD, SCD, ICD, CID. 
SSD [1] file is used to describe the connection relationship between primary equipment and secondary 
equipment and substation structure. It can be used in the graphics configuration of primary wires in the 
substation, according to realize a connection with flexible configuration files automatically generate 
configuration changes. 
SCD [1] file is based on the SSD file, and integrates all device specific configuration information and 
the function of information. It can be regarded as a collection of all the configuration files in substation. 
The part of single IED configuration in SCD file, can be considered a CID file of device. 
ICD [1] file is the template of device configuration file. It can be detailed or be derived to generate the 
CID file, then to down load CID file to the special IED. 
CID [1] file is the configuration file which 61850 software needed when device started. Get it from the 
ICD file instantiation. 
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2.2 The existing problems of configuration process 
In digitized substation project implementation, because of different manufacturers intelligent 
equipmentˈengineering personnel needs to use different configuration tools and configuration files 
which manufacturers provide. There were some problems. 
x Because each manufacturer configuration tools are different, especially in the case, Several 
manufacturers need cooperation in 220kV/500kV intelligent substation, engineering personnel 
can use different configuration tools of manufacturers needed base on the premise of further 
understanding of IEC 61850’s concept, definition, XML language. So it causes difficult 
objectively to debug intelligent substation.  
x Project configuration of each manufacturer exist private configuration. Private configuration of 
each manufacturer is mutual different, so in the project implementation, need derivation of the 
public part of configuration of manufacturers. This has caused version management confusion. 
x The configuration files must also do some archive management, for future expansion, 
maintenance and modification of substation. This need to collect all of the tools of manufacturer 
and modify the part of the repeat in configuration files will lead to a series of repeat changes. 
x Configuration tools and files in the hands of manufacturers, is not easy management for the 
department of electric power company. If the future construction of several substations, it is not 
easy for later-period management, but also bring inconvenience in the maintenance. 
3. The design of unified management platform based on plug-in 
For the second part of the question, this paper proposes a set of unified management platform  for the 
application of IEC61850 standard configuration files. Configuration of various manufacturers can be 
completed on this software platform to their relay protection equipment, allowing the testing staff no 
longer need to understand the configuration tool  of different manufacturers, also facilitate the Power 
department to unified manage all configuration files. 
The platform has three main functions to achieve: 
x Public configuration: The platform integrates the functions of device configuration tool and 
system configuration tool, and realizes the provisions configuration process of the IEC61850. 
x Unified Management of configuration files: All configuration files are unified managed by file 
directory approach. It is to facilitate for the maintenance and version control. 
x The solution for the private configuration of different manufacturers: The platform provides 
interfaces which provide convenience for manufacturers to realize the individual configuration. 
The manufacturers provide the plugs based on the interfaces to complete private configuration. 
The configuration process of platform as shown below: 
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Figure 2. The unified management platform 
3.1 Public configuration module 
Public configuration module is the configuration platform which is strictly abided by IEC61850. It 
contains the system configuration tool function and the public function of  manufacturer device 
configuration tools in Fig1. And the private configuration of manufacturers is configured by its plug-ins. 
Public configuration module functions: 
x Production, import, export the CID file: In accordance with the IEC61850, these functions 
construct model and support to import and export model files; 
x According to the main hookup of substation and substation structures which described in the SSD 
files and integrating the device model files (ICD) of various manufacturers, it can generate the 
substation's configuration file (SCD). It support the import and export of SCD file; 
x According to SCD, to generate a configuration file (CID) for a single device. 
3.2 Documents unified management module 
Documents unified management module mainly divided into two parts: 
x The template file management: Create a template library, classified according to the manufacturer, 
all manufacturer templates will be import into the template library for unified management; 
Template library as the public library of configuration tool, not specifically targeted specific 
substation project, but the each device configuration file (CID) of substation project are generated 
by the template files. 
x Substation project configuration files management: Each substation project has a document 
management directory. In this directory, it keeps all the configuration files involving CID files, the 
configuration files (datamap files) of relating model and the device actual interface parameters, 
GOOSE configuration files etc, in the project. The CID files completely are instanced from the 
corresponding template in template library. The unified configuration platform can export the 
entire substation configuration file (SCD) and device configuration files (CID). 
Unified management of files also has the function of version control. It is valid for all versions of 
configuration files to manage. 
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Configuration tool provides a clear software display interface, easy to see all configurations of entire 
substation, and provides fast configuration means. This is convenient to engineering staff to configure 
entire substation, simplifies debugging difficulty. Archive management of all configuration files in 
substation, is also convenient for unified management and supervision of the department power company, 
to facilitate later maintenance. 
3.3 Private configuration of factory 
To compatible with private profile of various manufacturers, configurable platform software provides 
a series of flexible plug-in interfaces. Plug-in system developed by the manufacturer according to the 
platform plug-in interfaces, is integrated into the unified configuration platform, then to complete the 
private configuration of manufacturers. 
The relationship between factory plug-in and configure the platform as Figure3 shown: 
 
Figure 3. The relationship between plugin and configuration platform 
Plug-ins provided by the manufacturers, are full compliance with the plug-in interfaces formulated by 
unified configuration platform. Through the module of plug-in management and call, unified 
configuration platform manages factory plug-ins in plug-in library. The plug-in called, through the 
plug-in interfaces abided by plug-in system and configuration platform together, completes  these 
functions: private configuration of factory, to generate CID file, to download configuration files to device 
etc, interaction with the main program platform. 
4. Conlusion 
In this paper, the unified configuration management platform of IEC61850 based on plug-in, achieved 
one-stop configuration of substation projects, and is compatible with various manufacturers of 
privatization configuration, is effective to solute the problem: because of too many configuration tools in 
substation project, the configuration files do not facilitate unified management. It provides a convenient 
for substation project configuration and testing, the management or maintenance of power function 
department. From the current completed status of unified platform software, the realization of the 
platform does not exist technical problems. 
The next step is: 
x Researching the plug-in interface specification  which can satisfy each manufacturer difference 
configuration in maximum, so all manufacturers can access the unified configuration 
management platform; 
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x Do the feasible research on IEC61850 of add modelling specification, and try to make each 
model factory configuration unification standardization. 
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